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???????? This note brings new light to bear on the subject of the organization of a storytel-
ling in conversation and its consequences from the perspective of the turn-taking system. A
storytelling can be roughly divided into two types : a storytelling as a response to a question
and one on one’s own initiative. Both of the types are regarded as irregular in the system be-
cause a storyteller obtains and holds the floor which usually takes several turns while another
participant aligns as the story recipient and temporarily reserves the right of self-selecting. A
typical move to obtain the floor of a storytelling on one’s own initiative is to begin a storytel-
ling with a story preface, as conversatoin analysts have pointed out, but two other moves can
be identified : a probing move and a detouring move. And the inequality between a story-
teller’s and the story recipient’s right of self-selecting in a storytelling should be leveled off
after a speaker finishes telling a story. I call this kind of normative and correcting effect “the
principle of equilibrium of the speaker-hearer ratio in conversation” and I think that the princi-
ple checks the abuse of the floor and guides the conversation thereafter.
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